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1 Overview

Domino chains propagate a signal: falling (TRUE) or standing (FALSE). When chains interact, a signal
propagating in one chain controls whether or not a signal can propagate in another chain, and we have
boolean gates—the building blocks of most computers. A boolean gate takes in some input signals and
produces some output signals which are typically different from the input.

Activities:

• Make some gates out of domino chains. Describe the input/output relationship informally.

• Describe gates by truth tables and fill in truth tables below.

• Find complete sets of gates—any truth table at all can be implemented using only gates from a
complete set. Show that the relatively simple “p and not q” gate and the OR gate form a complete
set.

• ...and think about other non-boolean things to do, like delay, crossover (p, q in and q, p out), and more.
Where would you need these things? How would you do it?

An OR gate takes two inputs, p (green, left) and q (blue, right), and produces a single output, r
(red/yellow, far), such that r is TRUE (falling) if p is TRUE or if q is true. The domino chain gate
looks like this:

A Truth Table for the OR gate looks like this, where ∨ stands for OR and the output is indicated by
the arrow:

p q (p ∨ q)

F F F F F
F T F T T
T F T T F
T T T T T

↑
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Another gate, which we’ll call “p and not q,” looks like this:

Build it, see what happens, and complete its truth table. Here ¬ is NOT and ∧ is AND. So that everyone
is on the same page, the variable p is green (bottom right), q is yellow (top right) and the output is red
(left).

p q (p ∧ (¬ q))

F F F F T F
F T

T F

T T

↑

Finally, combine two p-and-not-q gates as follows. (Here and below, the dominoes are laid out but not
yet stood up.) The inputs are red and yellow (bottom) and the output is blue (top). Fill out the Truth
Table. As constructed, the function is p ∧ ¬(p ∧ ¬q. What is a simpler name for the function of this gate?

p q (p ∧ (¬ (p ∧ (¬ q))))

F F F F T F F T F
F T

T F

T T

↑
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Additional Topics

• NOT. How can you arrange that the output domino falls if and only if the input domino stands?
Domino chain computing cannot accomplish this. Since we need NOT, we can have a single input
domino marked “start” that, via chains, knocks over true input dominoes and provides for the output
domino to fall, if necessary, even if no true input domino falls. Are there other ways to accomplish
this?

• Complete sets of gates. A set S of gates is Complete if any boolean function (i.e., truth table) can
be implemented by connecting multiple copies of gates in S, output-to-input, along with splitters and
crossovers. Traditionally, AND-OR-NOT is used as a complete set, because it is straightforward to
implement a truth table from its disjunctive normal form, for example, the output of the truth
table is true if: p and q and not r, or p and not q and r, or ... DeMorgan’s laws let us get by with
NOT and just one of OR and AND, since, for example, p ∧ q is equivalent to ¬(¬p ∧ ¬q).

In the domino chain world, OR and “p AND NOT q” are pretty easy to build and form a complete
set. (See below for splitters and crossovers.)

In practice, we can have kids get to work producing OR gates and “p and not q gates.” Some will be
“faulty” (get knocked over by accident). One use of complete sets of gates is that, as long as we have
enough ORs and “p and not q” gates, we can connect them up to build our circuit

(From Enderton). Why isn’t {∧,∨} complete? It’s monotonic; more true inputs can’t make fewer
true outputs. Why isn’t {¬,⊗} complete? We get the XOR of a subset of inputs and > (the constant
TRUE input). The output is true on exactly half the input settings, or all, or none.

• Meta-boolean phenomena. There is a lot going on that is not (directly) modeled by boolean circuits.
This includes:

– Timing: racing. We don’t want to assume that two inputs are knocked down at exactly the same
time, just that they are knocked down at approximately the same time. We can’t depend on
one input to fall before another.

– Timing: Delay. If p and q are knocked down approximately simultaneously, then a long chain
attached to p and a short chain at q insures that the end of q’s chain falls before the end of p’s
chain.

– oneway. This is used within or around gates. If p and q are inputs, and p falls, we don’t want
p to cause q to fall. But try just making a gate with one input, p, and one output, q, such that
knocking over p causes q to fall, but knocking over q leaves p standing. This can be done by delay
(“p ∧ ¬p” only runs backwards) or by tricks with dominoes, such as putting a domino on its side
or atop a platform.

– Crossover (a gate in which p, q are input and q, p are output.) This can be done by making a little
bridge or with the following:
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Here, if the red (bottom right) input falls while the yellow (top right) input stands, the blue
(vertical) chain falls from left to right and eventually the output green (left) falls. Similarly if the
yellow input falls and the red stands. If both red and yellow fall, the blue chain burns at both
ends and does not propagate to green. (This gate should have oneway elements at the inputs.)

A standard way to do crossover from EXCLUSIVE OR is as follows. In levels, start with (p, q).
Make (p, p + q, q), then (p + (p + q), (p + q) + q) = (q, p), where addition is mod 2. Conversely,
xor can be made from a crossover as p⊗ q ≡ (p ∧ ¬q) ∨ (q ∧ ¬p), which needs a crossover.

– Splitter (a gate in which p is input and p, p are output)

– Amplification (one domino knocks down two, not for splitting the signal for different functions,
but to have two chances for a single logical task to complete)

• Testing. How are we convinced that a gate works properly? Generally, after we try it on one set of
inputs (other than all FALSE), the gate is ruined. Solution: Make several copies of the same gate,
assign inputs at random, and test. What is the probability that we are fooled?

2 Practical Tips

• Explain that a parenthesized boolean expression is like a parenthesized arithmetic expression. It might
be useful to express things in terms of arithmetic on 0s and 1s. Then p AND q becomes pq, which is
straightforward, but not really needed here. The gate “p and not q” becomes p > q, though this is a
little tricky. And the OR gate comes from DeMorgan as 1− (1− p)(1− q).

• Lay out the circuit first, before standing the dominoes.

• Leave gaps in the domino chains until the end. If someone bumps the table, we won’t lose everything.

• Work on a (non-carpeted) floor, not a table.

• Take a slow-motion video of the dominoes falling.

• Use smaller dominoes intended for domino racing, rather than standard dominoes for play.

• Use dominoes of different colors, to refer to parts of circuits.

• If you set up a circuit before the students arrive and ask them not to bump the table, they will bump
the table. Instead, sketch on the blackboard or have pictures available.
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